




























Japanese Industrial Society after Coronavirus
－New Possibilities for Regional Revitalization－
河　野　俊　明*
KAWANO Toshiaki
　The spread of the new coronavirus has forced people to be "non-contact" or "remote" in their daily lives. The behavioral 
changes brought about by these are thought to bring about a major paradigm shift in Japanese industrial society. The 
spread of the corona infection has forced many companies to introduce working from home, but some companies are 
expanding teleworking to the entire company and moving their headquarters functions to local areas. 
　On the other hand, workers are also actively considering moving to local areas. Teleworking also allows workers to 
freely choose their place of residence. As a result, women's careers, which tend to be interrupted due to marriage or 
child-rearing, can be continued, which is also effective in promoting the active participation of women. It is necessary 
to pay attention to the fact that interest in local migration is increasing, especially among the working and child-rearing 
generations in their 20s and 30s. These migrants are also expected to be the bearers of local traditions and cultures.
　The local government sees this situation as an opportunity for regional revitalization, and provides people who are 
interested in local migration with accurate and timely information on work, housing, life, etc. by making full use of all 
channels and means.
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１ 富 山 県 143.57㎡
２ 福 井 県 136.89㎡
３ 山 形 県 133.57㎡
４ 秋 田 県 130.41㎡
５ 新 潟 県 127.25㎡
６ 石 川 県 124.68㎡
７ 島 根 県 121.96㎡
８ 岐 阜 県 120.39㎡
９ 鳥 取 県 120.12㎡
10 長 野 県 119.99㎡
38 北 海 道 90.16㎡
39 千 葉 県 89.21㎡
40 鹿 児 島 県 87.93㎡
41 埼 玉 県 86.52㎡
42 京 都 府 85.74㎡
43 福 岡 県 83.89㎡
44 神 奈 川 県 77.80㎡
45 大 阪 府 76.20㎡
46 沖 縄 県 75.31㎡
47 東 京 都 65.18㎡
表4.2　１畳あたり家賃・間代（上位10都府県と下位10道県）
（資料）総務省「平成25年住宅・土地統計調査」
１ 東 京 都 5,128円
２ 神 奈 川 県 3,898円
３ 京 都 府 3,282円
４ 埼 玉 県 3,276円
５ 大 阪 府 3,227円
６ 千 葉 県 3,198円
７ 兵 庫 県 2,872円
８ 愛 知 県 2,824円
９ 宮 城 県 2,753円
10 静 岡 県 2,646円
38 熊 本 県 2,082円
39 山 口 県 2,079円
40 高 知 県 2,058円
41 愛 媛 県 2,047円
42 岩 手 県 2,021円
43 北 海 道 2,016円
44 秋 田 県 2,016円
45 鹿 児 島 県 2,016円
46 宮 崎 県 1,972円

































































































（資料）㈱日本総合研究所『Japan Research Review』2003,vol.13 No.4
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